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Resumen: 

 

This text is meant as background reading and can be used as an introduction to the 

presentation The changing Position of Research in Dutch Educational System.  

 

The presentation will focus on the position of research within the whole educational system in 

general and within the curriculum of teacher training in particular. The effects it has on 

research as driving force to create innovation. The creations of knowledge teams in order 

integrate educational development with organizational and personal development. The 

effects this has on the notion on different forms of research. 

 

During the last decade Dutch society has been confronted with three major developments: 

the growing role of the information and communication technology in day to day work and 

private life, the globalization as one of the effects of this and the introduction of market 

economy principles to non – profit sectors as Education and Health Care. In 2005 the World 

Trade Organization declared Education as part of the international market. A Harvard upon 

the Amstel is not only thinkable, but can become a reality in a few years time. Harvard has as 

much (research) resources as all the Dutch universities put together. The mentioned 

developments are not to be seen as separate changes, they interact and influence each 

other constantly. 

  

The Netherlands is on a world scale a small country. The Dutch always had to think local and 

act global. The Dutch economy, lacking natural resources, is mainly based on services, 

trade, and technology. As the world is becoming a global village the Dutch are realizing that 

they can hardly compete with emerging economies as China and India in the traditional 

areas as agriculture, industry and provision of services. These countries have vast resources 

both in a material as in an immaterial way. In order to stay or rather become a world “player” 

the Dutch have concluded that they have to innovate their economy and focus even more on 
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becoming a knowledge based society and economy. The Dutch expect that knowledge 

creation will be the distinctive factor in a global market economy. In the world of today 

knowledge is developed at a constantly increasing speed. The information and 

communication technology makes knowledge easy to access, use and transfer. In the past a 

company which made clever use of its research development and could market products, 

which were the result of this, for a long period of time. Nowadays the life cycle of an 

innovation is becoming shorter and shorter. The creation of knowledge in order to innovate 

has become a constant necessity for any profit  

(and non – profit) organization. 

 

Dutch higher education is divided in higher vocational education and scientific education. 

Until the introduction of the bachelor/master structure higher vocational education only 

consisted of what we now call a bachelor phase. Since the introduction of the new structure 

both streams consist of a bachelor and master phase. The first could be characterized as a 

professional master and the latter as a scientific master. The professional master focuses on 

methods of problem solving within the context of a profession: a practical approach. The 

scientific master concentrates on the origin of the problem within an academic context: a 

fundamental approach. (This is more or less an artificial division and one can not say that all 

research can be divided on the basis of this characterization.) After completing their bachelor 

phase students from both streams can choose between these two types of masters. The 

necessity of an increase of employees who are capable of carrying out research in 

knowledge based economy made the Dutch government decide to make it possible for 

students from both streams to participate in a master route.  

 

In order to make the transformation to a knowledge based economy possible a society has 

not only to look at its educational system. It has to prepare its population for a fundamental 

change. It has also to invest in a cultural change. Working for the same company all your life 

is becoming an exception. Having the same occupation during your working life will be 

increasingly rare. In the near future life long learning will be part of everybody’s life. More and 

more people are becoming  “knowledge workers” in their own right. In the last five years the 

number of “businesses without employees” (as they are called in the Netherlands) is rapidly 

increasing. These individual entrepreneurs make use of the internet in order to form networks 

of professionals within or over the boundaries of their home countries. They form different 

and changing coalitions in order to be able to take on a variety of assignments. (The Dutch 

government is aware of the fact that the educational system has to prepare the pupils and 

students of today for the society of tomorrow. They will need other competencies: they have 

to learn to think for themselves, take initiative and take responsibility. The pedagogy and 
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didactics have to reflect these competencies: during their education students will have to 

become responsible for their own studies.) It is not difficult  to imagine that this way of 

working will not only influence structure of trade and industry but also the educational 

system. Research and development will more easily be outsourced and higher education 

might lose its knowledge and research monopoly.  
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